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The following Is a report) based on the results of the 
geological surveying of a 48 claim group known as the East 
Peoora Lake Group.

The mapping and detailed prospecting of this group were 
carried out for two reasons.
(I) To determine if these claims contained mineral occurrences 

of economic interest.
(II) To perform one years' assessment work) as required by the

Mining Act of Ontario. 
L,QCAT;rONt ( See Location Map facing this page)

The claims form a compact group of 48 contiguous claims. The 
group consists of 8 claims from east to west and 6 claims from 
north to south. They are located in the south-west corner of 
Township 137 and the north-west corner of Deagle Township, Sudbury 
Mining District.

Township 137 is 86 miles west of Sudbury, and the claim group 
is approximately 13 alles north of Spanish, a village on the wain 
highway between Sudbury and Sault Ste ;jatle, and also the main 
line of the C. P. R. between those two cities,

The numbers of the claims formlr.j tule group are us follows!-
S-58513 to 8-58018 (inc.) ( 6 claims)
S-58766 to S-58807 (inc.) (42 Claims) TOTAL 48 Claims.

Q 
Q
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ACCESS!

The Qroup nay be reached by two noons. The longer and nore 
difficult la by way of the rood froa Uassey, a village on the 
Bain Highway and the C.P.R., about 65 miles west of Sudbury* 
From Uassey a fair dirt road leads north and west to Whiskey 
Lake, a distance of approximately 31 nlles* This road is quite 
serviceable for cars and trucks during the summer months* From 
the end of this road, on Whiskey Lake at Johnson's Tourist Camp, 
boats or canoes may be used to reach the south-west end of Whiskey 
Lake, a distance of 4 miles. From here an old logging road runs 
to Pecors Lake, again a distance of 4 miles. This road has not 
been used for many years and lias not been cut out, but it runs 
through dry country and could be nade into a fair road with 
little expense.

Pecors Lake may also be reached from Whiskey Lake by means of 
the Serpent River. However several portages are involved in this 
route, because of the rapids and log jams, and it is not 
recommended.

The second and simpler method is by use of aircraft. Lau-Gona 
Airways maintain a base at Algoma Mills, a sraall village ab ut 
100 miles wost of tiu ;bury and 6 miles east of Mind River. A 

4-place atinson Aircraft, equiped with floats, I s based on Lauzon 

Day, part of Lauzon Lake. The distance by air from this base to 

the Pecors Lake Camp is appr* xiciately 23 wiles, and takes about 

2.' lainutes. This aircraft will carry 400 pounds on fiuuts and 

J?00 - 600 pounds on skiis in winter. Teck Exploration's operations 
tc dute have been serviced entirely by this aircraft.
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These claim were staked and recorded by Teck Exploration 
CDBpany's prospectors and staff, during September and October 
1951. They were subsequently transferred to Teck Focploratlon 
Company, who hold then under Mining License A-24397.

The geological mapping was carried out, and this report 
prepared, by the staff of Teck Exploration Company Limited, 
Room 102, 200 Bay St., Toronto, Ont. 
TOPOQRAPHyt

The north and west part of the group consists of fairly 
rugged country, with numerous rock outcrops. The hills attain 
a maximum elevation of approximately 100 feet above the surrounding 
terrain. Both the diabase and the quartzite bands generally form 
ridges.

The south-east portion of the group le fairly flat and low- 
lying, with some swamps and beaver meadows. Hook exposures are 
not so large or so numerous in this area, but over the whole group 
rock outcrops are plentiful enough to furnish an excellent picture 
of the geology.

Several well defined valleys, which were indentified as linears 
from aerial photographs before napping wan carried out, have been 
proven to be faults by the detailed work. 
WOfiK CArtKIFP W?* (Kull details given in appendix)

In preparation for the geological mapping, an east-west base 
line was layed out by transit, from west to east through the center 
of the claim group, and cut out. In addition, a north-south line 
was run by transit, from the main base line to the south boundary 
of the group, in the center of the property, und a second north- 
south line was run frow the main base line to the north-east corner 
of the group, at the east side of the property.
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Stations were established by steel tape and transit, at 
approximately 200 foot intervals, on all these lines.

North-South traverse lines were then mn at 400 foot intervals. 
These wero startod by turning off 900 fron the main base line, by 
transit, and continuing by picketing. The locations of the north 
and south ends of these lines were then established by measuring 
fron west to east between each line at their extremities. Stations 
were established on these lines at 100 foot Intervals, by tape*

The transit work for this was carried out by Bruce Campbell, 
3rd. year Mining Engineer Student at the University of Toronto, 
under the supervision of J.M.ai&ter, P.Rng., Chief Surveyor, as
ere

w** the survey calculations and the plotting and preparation of 
the map.

The geological mapping was curried out by K.Dearden, B. A., 
(University of Toronto), who also prepared the original 

geological map.

The names of the chainman and linecutters employed are given 
in the appendix.

The final map wuis drawn by A.J.V/ulker, draftsman.

The report was written by J.H.bridgor, Chief Geologist, and 
E.Dearden, Geologist, the latter being entirely responsible for 
the paragraphs dealing with the general rtnd detailed geology. 
OTIffiH SOUHCR6 OK l i(

Previous geological inforwation, riealin,; with the area covered 
by this claim group, is alnost entirely lacking. The only map 
covering the region is Geological Uurvey of Canada Publication 
Ko 1970 - The Blind River *heet, co piled by W. H. Collins (1914-1916) 
and P. Kskola (1922). This shows the formations underlying the area 
to be almost all a schist complex, nade up of stratified and 

recrystallized volcanics and iron formation, with a few intrusions
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of quarts-diabase and related diabasic rooks* The napping carried 
out in the preparation of this report indicated that, this is not 
the case, and that the area ia underlain chiefly by bands of 
Huronian sediments, intruded by Keweenawan diabase , with a few 
bands of iron formation*

*
The only reports which have any mention of the area, arei-
M0ntario Department of Mine i, Vol. 34, Part 4, 1925*

page 3? and 41';
* Geological Survey of Canada, Memoir 143, The North Shore of

Lake Huron, page 20 and 42.
Q.KERAL QEQLOQYi

The consolidated rocks of the area are all precambrian in age* 
They were formed in two distinct geological periods. The oldest 
rocks of the area belong to the Huronian epoch and consist of a 
conformable series of highly altered sediments with interbedded 
iron formation and quartzite. The sedimentary series has without 
exception a general east-west strike, dipping steeply to the north*!

Cutting the Ifuronlan sodinonts ure numerous diabase Intrusive s 
of Keweenawan age.

The following table indicates the stratigraphic sequence of 
the rooks of the area, the oldest being at the bottom.

O O.'iMATIS

QqARTEi.riARY.1

Recent unconsolidated stream sediments.
Pleistocene ~ unconsolidated glacial sands, gravels, clays, and lake deposits.

PRECAMBRIAN!

Keweenawan ~ Dikes and sills of diabase.
Huronian - Undifferentlated sediments, banded iron 

formation, quartzite.



Pleistocenel

The area was thoroughly glaciated and drift is seen almost 
everywhere, but is much more prevalent in association with the 
sediments than with the diabase intrusive*. The diabase 
intrusive s supplied many unusually large fragments to the 
drift.and talus slopes of diabase are quite common throughout 
tha Ai*ea.

Throughout the area there are many depressions which are 
bedded with large boulders, so arranged that they must have 
been rolled about by streams of far greater strength than any 
that have flowed in the gullies in recent times. It is suggested 
that in pleistocene time these depressions were occupied by 
streams issuing from a melting glacier lying not far to the north.

Sand plains are quite prevalent along the shores of the 
Serpent River. 

fteeweenawan Diabasei

Intrusions of diabase ure exceedingly numerous in the area 
mapped. The same intrusive nay exhibit all gradations in texture 
from the tynicol lath-like texture of tho diabases, recognizable 
in the hand specimen, to a fino grainod rock In which the 
diabasic texture could only bo se ;. by aioroscoplc study. The 
coarse diabases exhibit rods and la.tns of plagioclaee surrounded 
by coarser pyroxene (augite), no J t the plagioclase had grown 
curly and the augite filled in the interstices.

Scattered in some of the diabases oro large phenocrysts of 
plagioclase. These form a porphyritic diabase diabase. Occasional] 
the diabases shoveu interstitial quartz and red feldspar, this is 
likely a differentiate, (or possibly a contaninated rock).



The great majority of the intrusivea follow the strike of 
the sediments with which they are associated) ami since the 
sediments of the area have been tilted to the north, with dips 
ranging froa 4JJ0 to 60O and a general east-west strike, the 
intrusives might in sone oases be regarded as dikes or sills 
on edge.

ftue to the basic and therefore fluid character of the diabase, 
the intrusives have insinuated themselves into every line of 
weakness in the older rooks, leaving In many places mere ribbons 
or sedlnents between the bands of diabase.

Although most of the Intrusives follow the general strike of 
the rocks of the region, there are a few exceptions to this, 
in that there are a few large dikes which run practically at 
right angles to the general east-west trend. The direction of 
these dikes Is on the average northeast-southwest. They differ 
in appearance in some places from the typical sills of the area, 
as they are for the roost part coarse grained, with a weathered 
surface which exhibits a very brownish cast. It is possible 
that these dikes represent a distinct and later sot of intrusive** 
However, there is no evidence to definitely sottle this question, 
and Indeed, where fresh specimens '.'ere obtained from the oast- 
west sills, no distinction could be made between hand specimens 
obtained froKi either type of i^tr'sivo. Thore Is however 
structural evidence, as described in a later paragraph on 
folding, that suggests these cross-cuttlne dikes are younger 
in age and may belong to the olivine diabase period.
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Without a thorough experience with the Huronian and 
sedimentary formation*) along the north shore of Lake Huron, 
and especially with their metamorphic phases, }t is doubtful 
whether anyone could identify the highly altered assemblage of 
sediments about Pecors Lake as to their correct Huronian 
subdivisions. Lacking the acquaintance with the extreme 
metamorphic aspects of these rocks, the author was unable to 
make all the finer subdivisions and therefore as a matter of 
convenience the term undifferentlated was used for the main 
body of these rook B.

In some places the sediments ore still easily recognised as 
sftoh, partlcularlly the quartzite s and bands of iron format ion* 
In other places metamorphism has gone so far that the rocks are 
recognizable as sedimentary only because they are interstratified 
with less altered sediments or because they can bo followed along 
the strike Into phases less profoundly affected*

The sediments strike generally east 100 south and dip steeply 
northward. There Is probably some thing approaching an orderly 
structure and succession of formations but these are obscured 
by tile presence of diabase intrusions which has had the 
aforeoentloneu metamorphic effects upon the sediments.

The area napped is traversed by a number of bands of Iron 
formation, running with a general east-west strike and dipping 
steeply to the north. In width those bands vary from 50 ~ 100 
feet and consist of alternating layers of light colored highly 
siliceous material with dark colored cherty material.
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Locally the iron formation nay present a highly oxidized 
rutty weathered surface. On investigation these highly 
oxidised areas of iron formation prove to contain considerable 
amounts of pyrite* These sulphide rich areas appear to occur 
in particular at diabase - banded iron formation contacts. 
The presence of magnetite was definitely seen at one locality 
only (Baker's Shoving). However, the highly nagnetlo character 
of the bands as a whole would indicate the presence of magnetite 
throughout the bands* Locally pyrrhotite Is present in 
appreciable amounts, and this mineral also shows magnetic 
properties*

A number of large rldgos, prese/itlng excellent exposures 
of quartzites, occur In the northern portions of both areas 
mapped. A definite east-west trend of these rldgos with a 
steep dip to the north may be seen.

The rook as a whole is a dense coarse grained quartzite, 
usually a pinkish white in color, occasionally with u definite 
yellowish caste to It. Pink feldspar Is a common constituent 
throughout, the rock resembling an acidic granite, lacking only 
black ferroiaagnesians to complete the picture.

The quartzite has apparently b -en hlgiily resistant to 
erosional uctlvitlos, since its exposures have been chiefly 
responsible for the hilly character of th^ area in which it 
orcurs.
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Folding l

Aa described by Collins in J-'ereoir 143, page 101, the 
northern part of the Blind River Area is largely occupied 
by a shallow syncline which widens and pitches westward at 
an angle of 2O to 50 . The nose of this structure occurs on 
the west side of whiskey Lake, about 5 alio s north-east of 
the area under consideration. The Huronian rooks described 
above arc part of the south limb of this syncline, which in 
this area is dipping northward with angles from 300 to 6jj t

In regard to the age of this folding. Collins (op.olt - p 103) 
states that in Ontario all tho Huronian sediments and the 
basic in tr us l ve s regarded ae Keevroenawan except the diabase 
dikes, have participated in a period of folding ft nd faulting 
Which he suggests presumably occurred during the period from 
Middle l turonian to Kecweenawan.

The field work carried out in this area indicates that all 
the rocks examined have suffered thic folding with the 
exception of the northeast - oouthweat striking diabase dikes. 
This then 3U^;OF.ts that these dike:;  i\y belong to tho sane 
period of Intrusion as tho young olivine diabase dikes in 
the other nearby aroae.

AS oentlonocl previously, under topography, a study of the 
aerial photographs o/ thlo area, raado before mapping commenced, 
indicated that several well define J lin&ars crossed the claim 
group. Detailed jaapplng Indicates that u t least four of these 
topographic depressions represent faults*
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on the accompanying geological nap the llneara are 

shown by means of a light wavy line. Where these are
!believed to represent actual faults, they are inked in 

heavily.

There are four of these faults in the west part of the 
group. From north to south these arei- 
1* The Peoors Lake Fault, striking east-west through claims

58513* 5851?* 58802, and 5880?. This fault not only shows 
up well in the photographs, but its presence is also suggested 
by an eleotro-mgnetlc survey carried out over the IkJte, on 
olaltt group to the west* It appears to die out in the diabase 
mass on claim 58775* but ?uay start again a short distance to 
the south-east, and continue south-easterly. Aerial photographs 
of this whole region indicate that this is part of a major 
structural break, continuing for many wiles, both north 
westerly and south-easterly of this area. 
2. The Serpent River Fault, striking north-easterly along this

river, and crossing claims ?B51fc* 58517* 5&516, 58803, and 
56806. This structure also uppouro to die out in the diabase 
mass on claim 58775* in the conter of the group, but aerial 
photographs again indicate Uiat this IB part of a major 
structural break throughout tho raea. 
3 6 4. Theso are two minor faults, south and east of the

bez-pent ulver i'auit, and 01* -wich the/ uru probably brunches.
/ron a purely geological standpoint, tho only significance 

of these faults , other than tnat they displace the rock 
formations, IB that they apparently ale out in the diabase 
body in the centre of trie claim group* Tuis ioay be further 
evidence to support the theory that a dike of younger diabase
strikes north-easterly through the group ana that this dike la post-faulting.
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From an economic point of view these faults appear to bear 
no relation to the anomalies obtained by the dip-needle, which 
for the most part only traced out the iron fornation bands* 
Consequently, it appears doubtful if there are any large 
bodies of pyrrhotite, which might be nickel-bearing, associated 
with t lie a e faults, within the range of the dip needle*

However, there is a linear in the oast-central and eastern 
part of the property, through claims 58775, 58776, 58777i and 
58798, south and west of the small lake. Mapping indicates 
that part of this linear, at least, is a fault, and this may 
be the eastern extension of the Pecors Lake Fault, east of 
the diabase dike.

Here several very strong anomalies were indicated, along 

this linear, and in fc area mapped as sediments* Whether these 

indicate that this is a fault zone containing pyrrhotite 

bodies, or another band of iron formation not picked up in 

the geological mapping, is not known. Further work is required 

to determine this.

Tne dip needle of course does not eliminate the possibility 

oi' other sulpnides, auch as chalcopyrite, being present in 

these fault zoneB, but tne lack of any copper ninerallzation 

throughout the area, except In extremely irdnor amounts, 

that this is tnost unlikely.
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ECONOMIC GKOLOGYi

-* t

This group of claims was originally staked because of^two 
small showings discovered by W.Baker, one of Teck Exploration's 
prospectors, in September 1951* These were located on what 
later becawe claims 58766 and 58790, in the south-west part 
of the group* Those showings occurred in a band of iron 
formation, and showed Massive pyrite and pyrrhotite, with 
very minor chalcopyrite and bornite. Grab samples here gave 
low values in nickel and copper, (less than 1.0)0, and up to 
4.50^ zinc. Channel samples taken later gave only nil or very 
low values in these metals, and it was considered that these 
showings themselves were not of interest.

iiowever, because of the geological conditions on the group, 
and tho occurrence of a very small body of pyrrhotite-carrying 
nickel values on the claim group to tho., wes t, It was decided 
to carry on a program of detailed surface exploration on this 
group. Three methods of attack were usedt-

1. Lo tailed geological napping.

2. A dip needle survey.

3. Detailed surface prospecting bji a ooiapetent prospector. guided by the results of (1) and (2),

The results of the fcoloRical napping have been described 
fully above. The only feature of economic interest brought 
out by t'iis work wrin thr locating and tn.cinc out of several 
bund 5 of iron formation.

Tho dip-noodle survey in gc retral tr&ced out tho iron 
formation. There* are hcwevtr two ftroiig anomalies indicated in 
areas where surface mapping did not Indentify iron formation. 

Bfcth these anomalies appear to be underlain chiefly by 

sediments.
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One of these oocurs on olaln 58791* in the south-central 
part of the property* Here most of the anomaly coven 
overburden* A few outcrops present are aapped as und if fer ant- 
la ted sediments. Apparently there are no linear s or faults in 
this vicinity* The possibility here is of course that the 
anomaly covers another bond of iron formation, hidden by 
overburden*

The second strong anooaly, and of ntuoh greater interest, 
is the one previously described under the paragraph on faulting i 
This la located in the eastern part of the property, south 
and ircst of the little lake on claim 58776. Again, mo B t of the 
anomaly is covering overburden, and the outcrops nearby are 
mapped as undlfferentlated sediments* The interest in this 
anomaly lies in the fact that a possible fault zone exists 
here. Therefore, while this anomaly most likely is caused by 
another hidden band of Iron formation, them is a possibility 
that it jrtrtrfcfrftfo represents pyrrhotite in a fault zone,

It would appear that only two methods of exploring these 
features further are open. One, the most expensive and most 
certain method, by diaiaond drilling, the other, by a 
geochemical survey of tho interesting areas* The latter would 
be pinch cheaper and tho reeults ruthor indefinite in all 
probability.

Detailed surface prospecting was directed to explore the 
iron formation bonds, which were the only thing or interest 
developed by the geological mapping and dip needle work, 
accessible to the surface prospector.
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This consisted of stripping, blasting Into, and-3* 

of this foraatlon at various places* This work hpwever
turned up nothing of Interest*

Zt Is thus considered that, this olain group hold no tiling 
of Qconoalo Interest as far as can bo determined by surface 
exploration, except for the two anomalies described abore. 
Whether further exploration of these, which now enters a far 
more expensive stag*, Is warranted) In the light of our 
knowledge of the area In general) is rather questionable.

K. De arden, B. A. 
Geologist,

J.H.Bridger. M.Se. P.Kng 
Chief Geologist.
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APPENDI*,

____op flow HAPP?NQ WAS CARRIED oufc
8URVKYIHQI

l* A base line was run through the centre of the olain group, 
from west to *aat* This was an extension of a baseline 

previously run through another claim group to the west, 
belonging to Teck Exploration* Thus, while all the claims in 
this area held by Tech Exploration ate tied into one survey 
system, they are not related to any known survey points, such 
as Township corners or mile posts, since none of these could 
be found.

Tho bearing for the baso line was obtained from the compass 

needle, corrected for the magnetic declination, as obtained 

from the Isogonic chart on the topographic map prepared by the 

Federal lovernment. It has been found In other areas that the 

difference between this bearing and the true DO r id ion is 

considerably less than one degree*

In addition to the oast-wost baseline, a line wan run from 

it, to the south boundary, near the centre of the group, and a 
third line was run north fron the east end of tho base line to 

the north boundary of the group.

The so throe lines were layed out by transit, well cut out, *n4 

and po/jnanont stations established ut approximately every 200 

feet, with a steel tape. These lines and the stations are clearly 

shown on the geological plan*
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2* Berth-south picket linea were then established, 400 feet 

apart. These were started by turning off 900 by transit} from 
the base line, and aetting up pickets* Prom here to the 
boundaries they were produced by picketing* The distance 
between the ends of these lines was then chatted and tied into 
the two north-south surveyed linos. Thun, the location of these 
north-south traverse lines as shown on the map, is considered 
quite accurate.

QftQLQQICAL MAPPING*

The napping WHS carried out by traversing tho north-south 
picket lines, described above, and in many places, where 
necessary, the aros between tho lines was thoroughly covered. 
Since there were stations 100 feet apart on the north-south 
lines, established by chaining, it Is considered that the 
location of th* outcrops by compass and pacing between the 
lines, and by pacing on the lines, Is reasonably accurate.
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woi
Permanent survey stations established (base lines)*.....*,. 141
Semi-permanent stations (pickets) established (W-8 Lines).* 1)750
Lines surveyed - Base lines - Length ( Approx* )*...........* 18,885*
Lines picketed - N-S traverse linos - Length (Approx.)..... 175|000'

(33 miles)
Line cutting - All lines - Length (Approx*)i 193,885' 
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(Coat.) 
HAJffft A**P ADDRESSES O? PRRSQlfHEft EMPLOYEDl

J.R.Bridger, H.So. P.Eng.. Chief Otologist,C/0 Took Exploration Co Ltd.,
Boon 102* 200 Bay St.* Toronto* Ont.

PERIOD

Sept 2nd* to Sept 5th*

l8 Main St!. * ** 
Kirkland Lake, Ont.

Chief Surveyor, May 5th to May 10th* 
June 9th to June 19th* 
July 7th. to July 17th*
.A^R*.vSnjU ..tQ AttKn May l?tn. to Sept.E.Demrden, B*A*, Geologist,

34 Hinton Place,
Toronto. Ont.-—--————--^-

3rd. year Uining Student, Instrument man. 
20 Willowbonk Blvd., 
Toronto. Ont.^___^_______^______^_^_

May 1st* to Aug. 30th.

a*J.Walker, Draftsauin.
C/0 Teck Exploration Co Ltd..
Room 102. 200 Bay St., Toronto. Ont.

Aug. 20th. to Sept. 3rd.

C.Moshor. Lino cutter A Chainman, 
9 Bowan A ve., Uzy 1st. to July 24th.

S.SHith, Line cut tor A Chain!.mn, 
Spanish. Ont.^^^^^^^^^-^^^

Hay 1st. to July 24th.

S*E.Praser, Line Cutter, 
Iron Bridge* Ont.^^^^

Hay 30th. to July 24th,

R.Sialtli, Line cutter, 
Ont.^..^^.^

June lot, to July 24th.

A total of 496 man days has boon spont on this 48 claim group, or at the rate of 4 days work in re t poet of each iuar- necessarily employed, 1984 days uork. TK-orcfore, application is ^eing made to record 1920 days work, or 40 days for each claim Jji the 40 claim group.

JHB/HSB
.A.bridger, P.Fng., 

Chief Geologist.
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Teck Exploraticn , ' 

Geological report.on Mie east Pecors Lake oluira group Township 
137 Sudbury Llining District ... v . E. Dearden ft :. R. Bridgen 
Pecors East Properties '

*Linears on aerial photographs shov.n by detailed work- to be faults. 
Pace t*nd compass mapping showed urea jn^'l&in by b6ndB of sediment 
and diabase intrusion and iron-formution.
Page seven suggests north-west dykes later than east-Aest dykes but 
there is no proof. Jr*.,j;y

Sediments strike E 1C degrees S / Sfitt-H
I.P. varies from #i 9C-ICC F^et; where highly Oxidized contains
pyrite; minor pyrrhotite present.

Showings found in 1951* Sampler low in niOfe/ and copper^up to 
4.5f zinc. Further work indicated dip needle anno.nalies indicating 
ircn-for.nation, nothing else of interest found.
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No tee on Reynolds K. K. 92. 

Ref. G. S. C. Sum. Keport 1917 pt. E. p.6
tiQin

Shaft 3C feet deep in 1 92C . 
Geology j
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